Week Beginning 15th June 2020 Nursery
Topic
Monday
Talk about what we do at the beach. What would you take
with you? Play the memory game “I went to the beach and
took…” Talk about the importance of sun cream, a hat and
drinking lots of water. Talk about buying lollies/ice cream.
What is your favourite lolly/ice cream?
Design your own lolly using any craft items you can find.

Maths
Ask an adult to buy some jelly beans. Go to the
shop and see how much they are. Ask your adult
for the money and pay for them.

Just for fun
Have fun with this Lighthouse song:https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JeJvKkBV6rY

Tuesday

Read ‘The Lighthouse Keeper’s Lunch’. Discuss what a
lighthouse is and what it does. Look at some pictures of real
lighthouses.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=46wCRq50Wwg
Make a lighthouse, use a tube, colours and any craft things
you can find.

Using the jelly beans
you bought yesterday
and sort them into
colours.
How many do you have
of each colour?

What ‘sea’ related nursery rhymes/songs can you think of.
Use the internet to see if you can find some new ones.

Wednesday

Recap on the story of the Lighthouse Keeper’s Lunch. What
happened to the lunch in the story? What did Mrs Grinling
make the following day to stop the birds pinching Mr
Grinling’s lunch? Whose lunch did the birds then go and
pinch? What was in Mr Grinling’s lunch box? Talk about
making sandwiches. Who has made their own sandwiches
before? Talk about what order you would make a jam
sandwich.
Make your own jam sandwiches.

Ask an adult to write you some numbers on a
piece of paper. Using your jelly beans, put the
correct number of beans on the numbers.

Make a jelly fish using card, bits of
paper, paint/colours and googly eyes.

Thursday

Where was the story ‘The Lighthouse Keeper’s Lunch’ set?
The beach – what do you find on the beach? Play ‘what do
you see at the beach?’ game https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3v83dsAwgGs
Make your own beach scene.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_MR1N61Lpg
Watch the Number Blocks and meet number 9.
What can you find in your home that you have 9
of? When you are counting remember to put
your finger on each object.

Jelly Bean science activity – see next page

Watch the clip and find out about lighthouses.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QbyGznyf7BI

https://www.topmarks.co.uk/learning-tocount/underwater-counting
Play the underwater maths game.

Can you find a simple cookie recipe
and make some lighthouse cookies?
Remember I want to see them on the
WhatsApp chat!!

Friday

With your adult see what else you can find out about
lighthouses.

Science Experiment with Jelly Beans
Sort your jelly beans into small pots like the picture.
Add water to all of the pots.
Now add different things to some of the pots e.g
cola, salt, lemonade.
Talk about what happens to the jelly beans.
Leave them there for a few hours.
How do the jelly beans change?

